Up-down asymmetric inclusions impose a local, spontaneous curvature to an elastic membrane. When several of them are inserted in a same membrane, they feel effective forces mediated by the membrane, both of elastic and entropic nature. Following an approach initiated by Dommersnes and Fournier in the vanishing tension case [Eur. Phys. J. B 12, 9 (1999)], and also using a pseudoanalytical micellization theory, we derive the statistical mechanics of asymmetric inclusion assemblies when they are also subject to an additional short-range, attractive interaction. Our main conclusion is that generically, when the membrane is under tension, these inclusions live in small clusters at equilibrium, leading to local membrane invaginations. We also propose a novel curvature-induced demixing mechanism: when inclusions imposing local curvatures of opposite sign coexist, they tend to demix in distinct clusters under realistic conditions. This work has potential implications in the context of the thermodynamics of proteins embedded in biological lipid bilayers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Having in mind the elucidation of the physical laws governing assemblies of proteins embedded in lipidic biomembranes [1] , the statistical mechanics of membrane inclusions has been the focus of active and plethoric research in the two past decades . Several complementary theoretical and numerical developments have been proposed to study these soft matter systems, among which mechanical approaches in the zero-temperature limit [3, 6, 11, 14] , field-theorectical studies taking explicitly membrane fluctuations into account [3, 9, 13, 23] , Molecular Dynamics [16, 18, 21, 27] or mesoscopic-scale Monte Carlo simulations [13, 17, 24] . However, at this stage, no consensual view of the dynamical membrane organization exists that is fully recognized by both biologists and physicists. In particular, the physical mechanism by which membrane proteins congregate in small clusters of tens to hundreds of entities, as observed experimentally [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , remains to be elucidated.
The present statistical mechanics work participates to an approach where finiteness of clusters is attributed to an equilibrium argument based upon the competition between short-range attractive forces that favor inclusion condensation and a longer-range, weaker repulsion which forbids a complete condensation because too large clusters become unstable [15, 20, 33] . The result is a stable (or metastable) "cluster phase" [17, 19] . This is yet another example where the competition between attraction and repulsion leads to the existence of patterns at equilibrium [34] . From a biological perspective, this approach does not exclude that out-of-equilibrium effects leading to dynamic cluster remodeling [35] can modify clustersize distributions as compared to equilibrium ones. However it assumes that an equilibrium argument is required because clusters survive even in the absence of active processes, e.g. in inactive membrane sheets [32, 36] .
FIG. 1: Example of membrane invagination induced by a cluster of n = 19 identical asymetric inclusions (pink cones)
. Each inclusion imposes a local curvature and the elastic membrane minimizes its free energy by budding in the z direction.
In this approach, the repulsion between inclusions is mediated by the elastic membrane, and comes from the more or less pronounced up-down asymmetric character of the membrane deformation imposed by the inclusions [17] . When inclusions are aggregated in a small cluster, the membrane mechanical response leads to its invagination [13] , as illustrated in Figure 1 , and we shall see that the resulting equilibrium free energy grows faster than the cluster size: it is non-extensive. This leads to the instability of too large clusters [19] and the equilibrium configuration is a cluster phase, where small clusters co-exist at equilibrium with a gas of monomers. The goal of the present work is to analyze this cluster phase mechanism in greater detail by thoroughly addressing some arXiv:1307.7914v1 [cond-mat.soft] 30 Jul 2013
important, but still unexplored questions, notably the exact role played by many-body forces in the repulsive interaction, the role of membrane tension, and the precise behavior of asymmetric inclusions with opposite orientations.
In the biological context, a light up-down asymmetry can result from the crystallographic shape of membrane proteins, which can be conical and/or wedge-shaped [37] [38] [39] [40] , or from more subtle effects such as up-down asymetric electrostatic distributions or even leaflet asymmetry [41] . The way proteins insert into the membrane can also be inferred from numerical approaches as well as molecular or biochemical techniques [42] . It is precisely the elastic repulsion ensuing from the up-down asymmetry that will be explored in details in the present work, thus giving a more solid theoretical foundation to the equilibrium scenario discussed above.
The present works adopts a field-theoretical formulation [3, 9, 13, 23] because it efficiently and elegantly provides exact results without requiring too tedious calculations. It is pseudo-analytical: after integrating Gaussian functional integrals, free-energies can be expressed in terms of inverses and determinants of large matrices. Therefore a light numerical work is required at calculation end. However, no intensive numerical work such as Monte-Carlo sampling is required.
We make some simplifying assumptions throughout this paper: we consider that the membrane contains a single inclusion species, even though asymmetric inclusions will possibly have two opposite orientations. Furthermore, we assume the membrane to have a finite tension σ > 0, because this is the case of biophysical relevance. It has already been shown in related contexts that tension can play a determinant role [8, 43] . The vanishing tension limit will nevertheless be thoroughly discussed.
The paper is organized as follows. After summarizing in Section II anterior theoretical works that will be useful in the present context, we first tackle the simple case of two and three-body interactions (Section III). We then switch to the general case under interest, where a large number of inclusions interact, and analyze the requirements for the existence of cluster phases (Section IV). Section V is devoted to the study of systems of inclusions imposing curvatures of opposite orientations. We conclude and give perspectives in Section VI. In this paper, we use reduced units: when they are dimensionless, energies are implicitly in units of the thermal energy k B T (k B is Boltzmann's constant), and lengths are in units of the inclusion radius a.
II. SUMMARY OF THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
We first display the statistical mechanics of an assembly of P inclusions embedded in an elastic sheet of curvature elastic modulus κ > 0 and tension σ > 0, and situated at fixed positions r p ∈ R 2 . Following the same procedure as Fournier and Dommersnes [9, 13] , we extend their work in the non-vanishing tension case. This section also recalls the approximate micellization theory of Reference [19] and explains how it enables one to compute cluster-size distributions (when a cluster phase does exist) at equilibrium.
A. Exact membrane/inclusions free energy [9, 13] To calculate the free energy of the membrane/inclusions system, we first model the continuous lipidic bilayer by Helfrich's free energy [44] 
where u(r) is the membrane height function above a reference plane and the distance λ ≡ κ/σ will be shown below to be a typical interaction range and to play an important role. Note that, in principle, Helfrich's approach is only valid in the limit where the derivatives of u involved in F [u] are sufficiently small. Following References [9, 13] , a membrane inclusion at position r p ∈ R 2 is assumed to locally impose the membrane curvature tensor ∇∇u| rp . The imposed value is denoted by Q p , a symmetric 2 × 2 real matrix. Assuming that there are P such inclusions in a membrane patch, the canonical partition function is given by the Gaussian functional integral [9, 13] 
where β ≡ 1/(k B T ) is the inverse temperature. The symmetric tensor can always be diagonalized in normal coordinates,
This is the most general case. When J p = 0, the inclusion is said to be isotropic. This is the case we focus on in this work. When both C p and J p vanish, it is said to be (up-down) symmetric. Two inclusions with C p values of different signs will be said below to be of opposite orientation (or "head-to-tail"). The Helfrich propagator reads
where the K ν (here and below) are the modified Bessel functions of the second kind. Note that because only derivatives of G will be used below, G can be defined up to a constant. After subtraction of the free energy of the membrane without any inclusion, the system free energy becomes [9, 13] 
where
, where a p and b p are the two diagonal elements of Q p (before its diagonalization) and c p is the off-diagonal one (Q p is symmetric); and (ii) M is a 3P × 3P block matrix defined as follows: each block m pq is a 3 × 3 real symmetric matrix. For p = q, m pq = DD T G(r p − r q ) where D is the operator-vector of coordinates (∂ 2 x , ∂ 2 y , ∂ x ∂ y ). Diagonal blocks m pp deserve a special attention because the previous definition of m pq displays an Ultra-Violet (UV) divergence when p = q and require the introduction of an UV cutoff q max ≡ 1/r 0 [13] . Then
Introducing an UV cutoff is necessary because when using a point-particle description [9, 12, 13] , one forgets the actual size of the particles. The choice of the cutoff value r 0 is delicate [45] . Here, following Reference [13] , we chose r 0 to be proportional to the inclusion size a (the only available short length-scale): in order to recover the good interaction potentials at long range as compared to calculations with finite-size inclusions [3, 6, 8] , one has to set r 0 = a/2. Note however that there exist less ambigous, more sophisticated approaches appealing to renormalization arguments [23, 45] .
In equation (5) , the first r.h.s. term is the so-called Casimir interaction. It is purely entropic in nature and will be denoted by F C . The second term will be called the purely elastic contribution (F el ), because F P = F C + F el tends to this purely elastic part in the zero-temperature limit where membrane fluctuations [46] and entropy vanish. This exact form, equation (5), will be useful in sections IV and V below. In the vanishing tension limit (λ → ∞), one recovers Dommersnes and Fournier's results [9, 13] . Finally, the average membrane shape resulting from the presence of the inclusions at positions r p is given by [9, 13] :
where c is again a vector of
. .), with r = (x, y). B. Approximate micellization theory [19] The previous exact approach enables one to calculate the free energy of any cluster of size n (i.e. containing n inclusions), denoted by F (n), provided that a prescription for the short-range attraction is also given. Sections IV and V below will be dedicated to this issue. Once these free energies F (n) are known, we can apply the approximate scheme of Reference [19] as follows. We assume that F (n) can be written in the (generalized) droplet form taking into account both the short-range attraction and the longer-range repulsion:
where f 0 , ρ 0 , χ > 0 and α > 1 [54] . The cluster-bulk free energy per particle f 0 includes the translational entropy of each particle in the cluster [19] . If the average coordination number (the number of neighbors of each inclusion in a cluster bulk) is c and if the binding energy between two neighbors in a cluster is ε a , then f 0 ≈ cε a /2. The parameter ρ 0 is a line tension, which expresses the fact that particles on the cluster boundary have less neighbors than bulk ones. The value of ρ 0 can be estimated by calculating the number of boundary particles in a circular cluster and writing that each boundary inclusion has typically twice less neighbors than a bulk particle. In the case where the particles are arranged on a triangular lattice (c = 6), a simple calculation leads to ρ 0 ≈ (
However we shall see below that the "bare" values of f 0 and ρ 0 , resulting from the short-range forces alone, are likely to be renormalized by the interactions propagated by the elastic membrane. Finally, the last term in Equation (8) comes from the long-range repulsion and is responsible for the instability of too large clusters. It will be discussed in great detail below.
Next, we switch to the grand-canonical ensemble to impose the total number of inclusions, denoted by N , via their chemical potential µ. More precisely, if the system area is denoted by A and if D = 2a is the particle diameter, we impose the adimensional surface fraction φ ≡ N D 2 /A, which sets µ as in [19] : if the number of nclusters is denoted by N n and their mean surface fraction is c(n) ≡ N n D 2 /A, then c(n) = e µn−F (n) [46] and µ is obtained by solving the equation φ = ∞ n=1 nc(n). Once µ is known, the cluster-size distribution c(n) follows.
This approach contains several approximations, notably the droplet form (8) , which, in principle, is only valid for large values of n, as well as the fact that interactions between clusters are ignored. Inter-cluster interactions are indeed negligible, at least at low φ, because of the rapid decay of the interactions at distances larger than λ, as illustrated in the next section.
III. TWO-AND THREE-BODY INTERACTIONS
Before focusing on clusters, we first address the calculation of two-and three-body forces, where we bring some ameliorations as compared to anterior work by Weikl, Kozlov and Helfrich [8] . In order to write an expansion of F , we first note that owing to equations (4) and (6) and to the definition λ 2 = κ/σ, the block sub-matrices of M can be written as 1/(κλ 2 ) times a dimensionless function of q max λ where q max = 1/r 0 ∝ 1/a. Thus the free energy is a function of a/λ; It is also a function of r/λ owing to the expression of the propagator G (see the precise expressions of these expansions below). In practice, we are interested in the limit a λ of small inclusions, thus it is relevant to expand F in powers of a/λ. By contrast, r/λ enters Bessel functions that decay exponentially at large arguments, logarithms or power-laws. Furthermore, values of r either smaller or larger than λ are of interest. Thus we shall not write expansions in function of r/λ. In addition, we introduce the dimensionless quantities γ k = aC k that can be assimilated to inclusion contact angles when comparing our results to anterior ones [3, 6, 8] . If an isotropic protein is modeled by a conic inclusion, the contact angle γ is, by definition, half the cone aperture.
To begin with, we explore the purely elastic contribution F el . The expansion of F el in powers of a/λ is obtained from the second term in the r.h.s of equation (5) and reads:
In this expression, F el 0 is a self-energy, independant of the inter-inclusion distances, and will not be considered further; F 
for isotropic inclusions. Finally, F el 43 is the dominant three-body potential:
where the primed sum indicates that the three indices are different [9] . As in this Reference, α i jk is the angle between the line joining inclusions i and j and the line joining inclusions i and k.
We again checked that we recover known results in the vanishing-tension limit [9] [55]. Our two-body expansion can now be compared to Weikl, Kozlov and Helfrich's one [8] . Comparing their Equation (23) to our Equation (11), one remarks that in the (a/λ) 4 -order term of the expansion, they only found the sub-dominant K (ij) 2 2 sub-term. As illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 , this leads to differences between our expansion and theirs, especially at large inclusion separations. These differences are comparable for identical and head-to-tail inclusions: at low tension of biological interest, both our expansion and Weikl et al.'s one are very good, whereas at larger tensions, the differences are more pronounced. In every case, at short separations r, both expansions fail to reproduce the correct behavior, whereas at large separations r > ∼ λ, our expansion is better than Weikl et al.'s one. We have explored a wide range of parameters (as discussed in the next section IV A) and our conclusions remain the same.
Finally, the expansion of the Casimir interaction F C is given in Appendix A. It does not depend on the curvatures, as evidenced in Equation (5), and will be shown to play a marginal role because it does not contribute to the long-range term χ(n−1) α in Equation (8) . Note that this expansion contains algebraically-decaying terms (in 1/r 8 ), as already pointed up in Reference [23] . However this exponent 8 is too high to lead to any nonextensivity [19] .
IV. CLUSTERS IN THE MICELLIZATION THEORY FRAMEWORK
Beyond two-and three-body interactions, N -body forces are likely to play a significant role inside clusters where inclusions are densely packed. To explore the role of these forces, it is not reasonable to compute and introduce successively 4-body, 5-body, etc, terms in the calculation of the energy, because of their growing complexity. By contrast, the formalism introduced in section II gives access to the complete, exact long-range forces mediated by the membrane for a cluster of any size provided that one is able to invert the 3P × 3P matrix M . In practice, systems containing P ∼ 100 particles are easily accessible, as detailed below.
However, at short, nanometric range, effective interactions are not as well controlled because (i) inclusions are expected to interact but, due the lack of exact knowledge of these short-range forces, we model them in a very basic, two-body fashion (see discussions in References [19, 24] and references therein; For example, this point of view neglects some effects such as the manybody character of hydrophobic mismatch forces [47] ); (ii) a continuous description of biomembranes cannot be anticipated to be exact at length scales on the order of the size of its elementary constituents, namely lipids in the present case. Therefore the present study contains some degree of approximation (as discussed, e.g., in Reference [13] ). Numerical simulations can give more insight at short range [16, 18] even though they also rely on approximations and assumptions, and have their own limitations.
A. Reference parameter sets
Before going on, we need to introduce some reference parameter sets, which will be useful in the following. They intend to be realistic in the context of cell membranes, as motivated in the introduction. In all cases, the inclusion radius is fixed to a = 2 nm, a typical membrane protein radius [17] . Unless explicitly specified, the contact angles γ k are set to ±0.2 rad [13] , i.e. to ±11.5
• .
• R parameter set: The curvature modulus is κ = 50 k B T , a commonly accepted value for lipidic bilayers: depending on the membrane composition, κ has been measured to be on the order of 10 to 100 k B T or even more [48, 49] . The membrane tension is chosen to be σ = 1 in reduced units, i.e. k B T /a 2 10 −3 J/m 2 , so that the interaction range is λ = 7.1, i.e. 14.2 nm. This tension is one order of magnitude lower than typical lipidic membranes lysis tensions [50, 52] . It is intentionally large because we want to unambiguously address tension effects. It will have to be lowered below when adressing moderate or weak membrane tensions of cell-biology interest, on the order of 10 −4 J/m 2 or even lower [51, 52] . This corresponds to σ < ∼ 0.1 in reduced units. The depth of the short-range attraction well is ε a = 4 k B T [17, 18] . Finally, in clusters, particles are arranged on a compact triangular lattice [17] of spacing l = 2a = D, the particle diameter. The coordination number is thus c = 6, which sets f 0 ≈ ρ 0 ≈ 12 k B T (see Section II B).
• R parameter set: Same as R except that the hexagonal lattice spacing becomes l = 3.5a to avoid some spurious singularities of the free energy, as discussed later. This can for instance be attributed to dilation effects that move constituents of a cluster apart, or, in the biophysical context, to enhanced hard-core repulsion due to protruding extra-membrane regions of transmembrane proteins, larger than their intra-membrane hydrophobic core [15] . The elastic modulus κ is also rescaled to κ = 153 k B T so that the ratio λ/l remains unchanged as compared to R (see Section IV C). If dilation effects are appealed to, random deviations from the regular lattice due to thermal agitation should in principle also be taken into account. This possibility will be tackled at the end of Section IV C below. Figure 1 was calculated using this R parameter set.
• R (λ) parameter set: Same as R except that the range λ = κ/σ is modulated by changing the value of the tension σ, at constant κ = 153 k B T . This parameter set will be useful when addressing lower tension regimes. Note that R = R (λ = √ 153 12.4).
In all cases below, when speaking of a circular cluster of size n, or circular n-cluster, one must understand all the particles of the triangular lattice lying inside a circle of random center and of adequate radius, so that it exactly embraces n particles, as exemplified in Figure 1 . All relevant observables are then averaged over R 1 realizations, one realization corresponding to the uniform random choice of the circle center position in the elementary lattice cell. This procedure smoothes spurious effects due to irregular boundaries, in particular for small n. This is the only non-analytical part of the free energy calculation.
B. Singularities of the free energy at short lattice spacing
The pair potentials displayed in Figures 2 and 3 present a singularity, but at a distance shorter than the particle hard-core diameter, D = 2a. This singularity is thus physically irrelevant. However, when the number n of particles in a dense cluster increases, this issue becomes more serious because we observe the singularity to appear at lattice spacings l larger than D. The occurrence of such singularities stresses the fact that the elastic theory used in the present work has intrinsic physical limitations, already foreseen when we were led to introduce the cutoff q max above. Another manifestation of this issue is as follows. If l is too short, when drawing the membrane shape as in Figure 1 , one observes that the invagination is inverted, with a curvature sign opposed to the one imposed by the inclusions (not shown). This is of course a physical nonsense. Taking l = 3.5a = 1.75D, as in the parameter set R , avoids any singularity in all the cases studied in the present work. At short, nanometric distances, a more realistic theory is in principle required, which better takes into account the discrete nature of lipids. Their ability to tilt in order to relax a boundary constraint might for example help solving this issue [7, 14] . But such a refinement is out of the scope of the present work.
We thus adopt the following approach: we compare (in Appendix B) three-body truncations and exact calculations for l = 3.5 and we demonstrate that three-body truncations are good approximations. Consequently, as discussed in the Appendix, when l = 3.5 we use exact results, whereas we limit ourselves to three-body truncations when l < 3.5.
C. On the many-body character of Casimir and elastic interactions
The expressions of the block sub-matrices of M , resulting from equations (4) and (6) , reveal that the Casimir term F C is a (complex) combination of Bessel functions K ν (r ij /λ), decaying exponentially with r, and of large inverse powers of the same r ij /λ. Considering a given bulk inclusion at position r i0 , and summing over all the remaining inclusions, j = i 0 , in a large circular n-cluster, it is thus reasonable to expect the sum to have a finite value when n goes to infinity. In other words, we expect F C (n) to scale like n, that is to say to be extensive, with leading corrections of order √ n due to particles close to the boundary. It is indeed what we observe. Fitting F C (n) with the expected simple droplet form −f 1 (n − 1) + ρ 1 √ n − 1 [19] , without the repulsion term, yields a very accurate fit, as exemplified in Figure 4 for the R parameter set. In this R case, when fitting on the interval n ∈ [5, 30] , the effective Casimir term is (8)] means that the Casimir attraction alone cannot be responsible for any cluster phase. This could be anticipated, because it is known to be attractive at the two-body level, whereas a repulsive force is required to stabilize cluster phases. However, some repulsive term might have been hidden in the higher-order many-body terms. This is evidently not the case. Even though it does not lead to any repulsive term, this Casimir interaction renormalizes the "bare" parameters f 0 and ρ 0 that would result from the short-range attraction alone (see Section II B). We note f r ≡ f 0 + f 1 and ρ r ≡ ρ 0 + ρ 1 the renormalized parameters of the droplet theory. From the above fits and the absolute values of F C , it thus appears that the Casimir term F C eventually plays a negligible role since it renormalizes (i) f 0 , but f 0 is irrelevant in the grand-caconical ensemble where it is compensated by the chemical potential; (ii) ρ 0 , but the bare value of ρ 0 is very large and modifying slightly it has little effect according to anterior analytical work [19] . As a first consequence, above their critical concentration φ c , (up-down) symmetric inclusions, the interaction of which reduces to the Casimir term since γ k ≡ 0, will condense at equilibrium in a macroscopic cluster, coexisting with a gaz phase (monomers and rare small multimers).
As for the elastic term F el , even though one might expect the previous argument to remain valid, its behavior is in fact more complex. As exemplified again in Figure 4 , the previous simple droplet model does not fit perfectly the F el (n) data. However, as motivated in Section II B above, introducing in F el (n) the additional, nonextensive term χ(n − 1) α with χ > 0 and α > 1, which reflects a long-range repulsion between inclusions, significantly improves the fit. For example, in the R case, when fitting on the interval n ∈ [5, 30] , the effective free C (n) (negative values, blue dots) for circular n-clusters. We used the R parameter set (the membrane tension is σ = 1 thus the membrane-propagated interaction range is λ = 12.4) and we performed R = 1000 realizations in each case (error bars are smaller than symbol size). Lines are the best fits on the interval n ∈ [5, 30] . Dashed lines correspond to the simple droplet model whereas continuous ones correspond to the generalized model, Equation (8) energy is F el (n) −0.87(n − 1) + 1.80 √ n − 1 + 0.75(n − 1) 1.48 . Note that this implies not only the existence of a long-range repulsion term in the total free energy F (n) but also a renormalization of the parameters f 0 and ρ 0 as in the Casimir case above. More precisely and quite surprisingly, the renormalization goes into the direction of an increase of f r and ρ r as compared to f 0 and ρ 0 , and thus of an increase of the short-range attraction.
The physical interpretation of the non-extensivity is as follows. At low tension σ, Helfrich's free energy (1) is dominated by its curvature term and the tension term can be treated as a perturbation. Identical inclusions in the cluster impose a given mean curvatureC inside the cluster (depending both on their contact angle γ and the lattice spacing l). Minimizing Helfrich's free energy results, at order 0 in the perturbation, in a parabolic membrane invagination inside the cluster u(x, y) =C(x 2 + y 2 )/2 (if the cluster is centered at the origin, without loss of generality) [56] . It is indeed what we observe at low tension, as illustrated in The blue dots represent the position of the inclusions calculated from Equation (7). The represented surface is a quadratic fit, which shows that inside the cluster, the average membrane shape is very well approximated by a paraboloid of revolution of equation z = u(x, y) =C(x 2 + y 2 )/2 withC 0.052.
energy inside the cluster then reads 
The first term in the parentheses is subdominant since σ is supposed to be small, but it is proportional to n 2 and thus makes the total membrane free energy -adding the contributions inside and outside the cluster -nonextensive, as required, with α = 2. In the high or intermediate tension regime, the situation is more involved, because minimizing the free energy will result in a membrane shape more or less deviating from a paraboloid inside the cluster. In practice, we indeed observe that the exponent α is different from 2, since it is close to 1.5 for σ = 1. However, when σ decreases, we also observe that α gets closer to 2, as expected. For example, for σ = 0.1, α 1.7 ≈ 2. Finally, the values of the effective curvature in the cluster,C are as follows: for σ = 1, 0.1 and 0.01,C =0.035, 0.052 and 0.057, respectively. These values are discussed in Appendix C.
The previous analysis relies on inclusions with fixed positions inside clusters, since they dwell on a regular, triangular lattice. Nevertheless, at finite temperature, positional fluctuations occur and should in principle be taken into account. However, we have checked that they play a subdominant role. Indeed, in first approximation, they can be modeled by adding a small random contribution r to each inclusion position inside a cluster, with |r| l. More precisely, the probabil-ity distribution of r has been chosen to be a Gaussian p(r) = 1/(2πs 2 ) exp[−r 2 /(2s 2 )] of standard deviation s = a/16 or a/8. We have checked on representative parameter sets [R , R (22.0) and R (39.1), corresponding respectively to membrane tensions σ = 1, 1/ √ 10 and 1/10] that this has marginal influence on the observed values either of F C (n) and F el (n), or of n * , for both values of s. Thus we shall not consider this possibility any longer in the sequel of the paper.
To finish with, we now focus on the R parameter set where we have to limit ourselves to three-body truncations because l = 2. We also find cluster phases in this case, with n * = 21 when φ = 0.25. As anticipated, this value is identical to the R case one, because we have rescaled proportionally the lattice spacing l and the repulsion range λ. When the tension is reduced to σ = 0.1, n * = 71 is also quite close to the R (39.1) (i.e. σ = 0.1) case value, n * = 69. This reinforces the conclusions of Appendix B that three-body truncations reproduce correctly the whole many-body repulsive interaction, at least as far as identical inclusions are concerned.
To conclude this section, we have enlightened the collective character of the elastic interaction, related to the intrinsically collective nature of the budding process, i.e. of the large-scale deformation of the membrane (Figure 1) . By contrast, the Casimir interaction is the same as in the symmetric case (γ k ≡ 0) where the membrane remains flat on average -up to thermal fluctuationsand remains extensive. The non-extensivity of F el will be of great interest in the following.
D. Cluster phases
Having clarified the many-body character of the longrange repulsion, we can now focus on the cluster phases under interest, which result from a balance between this repulsion and the short-range attraction. To begin with, we still consider in this section an homogeneous population of inclusions with the same contact angle, γ k ≡ γ = Const., before investigating the coexistence of inclusions imposing opposite curvatures in Section V. We adopt the statistical mechanics approach of Reference [19] , as presented in Section II: we calculate the cluster-size distribution c(n) by using the fitted functions F el,C (n) of the cluster free energies that we have just obtained above and applying the approximate analytical scheme developed in Section II B. Note that it might happen that the fit parameters f 1 , ρ 1 , χ or α depend on the choice of the fitting interval [n min , n max ], notably on n max (n min is always chosen close to 1). However, we have systematically verified that the ensuing most probable cluster-size, n * , does not depend on n max provided that n * < n max . Figure 4 illustrates the procedure by showing, for the R parameter set, the numerical values of F el and F C in function of n, the fits on the interval [5, 30] , and the cluster-size distribution (beware of the scales on the yaxis). Cluster phases are stable at equilibrium because the distribution is bimodal: monomers co-exist with multimers of typical (or most probable) size n * . This is coherent with anterior works that did not take many-body potentials into account [10, 17, 19, 24] . We demonstrate in Appendix B that this is due to the fact that N -body forces for N > 3 only contribute marginally to the cluster free energy.
The Inset of Figure 4 also shows this most probable cluster size n * in function of λ in the R (λ) parameter set (black symbols, γ = 0.2 rad) and for two additional values of the inclusion contact angles γ = 0.1, 0.4 rad [57] . It clearly demonstrates that n * ∝ λ ∝ 1/ √ σ) for the studied values of λ (two decades) and γ. This observation will have to be given a theoretical explanation in future investigations. Furthermore, at the studied fraction φ = 0.25, the respective heights of the monomer and multimer peaks remain of the same order of magnitude, which proves that one keeps being in a true cluster phase even at large λ. Together, these results suggest that even though the typical cluster-size increases with decreasing surface tension σ, a cluster phase survives even at very low surface tension. This is of particular interest in the biological context of plasma membrane proteins, because cell membrane tensions are well below the lysis tension [50, 52] . Finally, the behavior of n * in function of γ confirms that the weaker the repulsion, the larger the clusters [19] .
Anterior studies [17] supposed that |F el | had to be larger than |F C | because in the vanishing tension limit, both quantities have the same 1/r 4 asymptotic behavior at large separations r. If this inequality were not satisfied, then the attractive purely elastic attraction would dominate, and there would be no repulsion any more. This condition implied that γ had to be large enough, typically γ > ∼ 5
• . The present analysis shows that this argument is erroneous in the finite tension case, of biological interest. Both F el and F C renormalize f 0 and ρ 0 , but only F el contributes (positively) to the repulsion parameter χ, whatever the value of γ. Of course, the typical cluster size n * grows as γ or σ decrease, but the present study suggests that cluster phases always exist provided that γ > 0 and σ > 0.
E. About the zero tension case
The observation that the cluster size diverges (proportionally to λ) when λ → ∞, i.e. when σ → 0, suggests that when σ = 0, above the critical surface fraction φ c [19] , the condensed phase consists of a large, macroscopic cluster. In this zero tension case, when calculating F el (n) as in the previous section, one consistently observes that fitting F el (n) with a modified droplet form with a repulsion term [Equation (8)] does not significantly improve the fit quality as compared to the simple droplet form without this term (data not shown). This absence of repulsion term also means that the condensed 0.5) and consecutive membrane shape z = u(x, y) as calculated from Equation (7). Inclusions imposing a positive (resp. negative) curvature are represented by pink (resp. green) cones. We use the R parameter set but the overall aspect would be the same at lower tension: as compared to Figure 1 where the cluster only contained inclusion having the same orientation, the membrane does not present a globally budded aspect anymore.
phase is a macroscopic cluster above φ c . This implies in principle that no cluster phase exists in this limit, which is in contradiction with the conclusions of Reference [24] . However, the present analysis relies on the underlying assumption that clusters are compact objects with a disc-like geometry while the clusters observed in this anterior numerical work presented a more elongated, possibly fractal shape when σ = 0. Therefore the present analysis might not be adapted to this situation and will deserve a separate treatment in a future work, possibly because of the divergence of the interaction range λ, which might invalidate the no-interacting cluster approximation in section II B. Note also that in contrast to the present case, the cluster-size distributions observed in this reference at vanishing tension were not bimodal but had a power-law tail as in percolation clusters, also indicating that a different mechanism should be at work.
V. COEXISTENCE BETWEEN INCLUSIONS OF OPPOSITE ORIENTATIONS
As exemplified in Figure 6 , the coexistence of inclusions of opposite orientations in a same cluster makes the membrane shape more irregular at short distances, whereas it does not present any global invagination. We thus expect clusters mixing inclusions of opposite orientations to behave differently from their homogeneous, same-orientation counterpart as discussed so far. We indeed demonstrate below that in the moderate membrane tension regime of biological interest (σ ≈ 0.1, i.e.
10
−4 J/m 2 ), the free energy of such a mixed cluster is less favorable than its homogeneous counterpart. A a consequence, inclusions of opposite orientation phase-separate in distinct clusters. This is an original curvature-driven demixing mechanism. At higher membrane tensions, the conclusion will depend on the lattice spacing l.
We assume that only two inclusion species coexist, with equal absolute contact angles γ. These inclusions are still assumed to be isotropic. We denote by x ↑ (resp. x ↓ = 1 − x ↑ ) the fraction of inclusions of contact angle +γ > 0 (resp. −γ < 0) in a given cluster; x ↑ and x ↓ play a symmetrical role. We again focus on γ = 0.2 rad. Figure 7 displays the elastic free energies of clusters of a given size n, that contain inclusions with both orientations, with given fractions x ↓ (or, symmetrically, x ↑ ), randomly distributed inside the circular cluster. The tension is moderate, σ = 0.1. To compare the relative stabilities of both phases, one must in principle also take into account (i) the bare short-range contribution F s.r.
(i.e. the "bare" parameters f 0 and ρ 0 ): to start with, we assume them to be equal in the homogeneous and mixed cases; (ii) the Casimir entropies: they do not depend on the angles γ and they are thus identical in both cases; (iii) and the mixing free energy [22] 
Following the same procedure as in Reference [22] , one then has first to minimize the total free energy F (n,
with respect to x ↑ . In both cases displayed in Figure 7 , this minimization with respect to x ↑ shows that the most favorable case is the demixed one independently of n, i.e. x ↑ = 0 or x ↑ = 1. One then applies the same procedure as previously, which eventually leads to the same most probable cluster size n * as in the homogeneous case.
Consequently, it appears that in the moderate tension regime of biological interest, due to membranepropagated interactions alone, and independently of the short-range contribution, proteins of opposite orientation phase-separate [22] in distinct clusters. The consequences in terms of membrane budding will be discussed in the conclusion.
The behavior in the high-tension regime is more complex because the conclusion then depends on the interinclusion distance l. At l = 2, the behavior is comparable to the moderate-tension one, whereas at l = 3.5 phaseseparation does not occur (see appendix D for additional information and a mechanism accounting for this observation).
Furthermore, it appears that when inclusions of opposite orientations are equally mixed (l = 2 or l = 3.5), F el is again very well fitted by a simple droplet model, without repulsion term, as F C above. We attribute this observation to the fact, illustrated in Figure 6 , that the membrane is not invaginated anymore because of the longrange "screening" due to the inclusions imposing opposite curvatures. On average, the membrane is flat a long dis- tances, as in the symmetric inclusion case in Section IV C, and one recovers extensivity of the purely elastic interaction. Again, extensivity implies that cluster phases are not stable and that mixed inclusions condense in a large, macroscopic cluster. In the large tension and large lattice spacing case, we conclude that if one wants to prevent condensation of (close to) equally-mixed inclusions in a macro-phase, there must exist short-range attractive forces, now depending on the nature of the interacting inclusions, which favor the aggregation of inclusions of same orientation, as in References [22, 24] .
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In previous studies based on mesoscopic-scale Monte Carlo simulations, the collective organization of inclusions in an elastic membrane has been studied using ad-hoc expressions of the membrane-mediated free energy [17, 24] . A goal of the present contribution was to investigate this question more rigoruously, using freeenergy expressions derived from a realistic physical model of the membrane. Even though both approaches generally lead to the same qualitative conclusion (namely the existence of cluster phases), the present approach shed new light on the mechanisms at work. In some cases, they can also lead to different conclusions: interestingly, the obtained results differ for the zero-tension case (see Section IV E). The Monte Carlo study concluded to the existence of a cluster phase, whereas our calculations lead to a single macroscopic cluster (no cluster phase). However we cannot conclude definitively because our calculations rely on other assumptions (e.g. that clusters are circular). This question may be answered in future studies by performing Monte Carlo simulations using, at each simulation step, the free-energy expressions obtained here.
As stated in the Introduction, coarse-grained Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations, where a particle represents a group of atoms, can also bring very useful insight into membrane inclusions organization, even though accessible time scales and system sizes make it difficult to tackle equilibrium statistical mechanics. To our knowledge, the only MD works studying assemblies of asymmetric inclusions presumably close to equilibrium are References [16, 27, 53] . Their conclusions regarding membrane-mediated aggregation or curvature-induced budding are qualitatively consistent with ours. However, they do not provide sufficient statistical sampling to allow a quantitative comparison. The comparison to experimental results is even more delicate because, even though experimental techniques have dramatically progressed in the recent decades [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , and demonstrate the existence of small protein clusters in cell membranes, it remains difficult to conclude that the present scenario is able to account for experimental results. Specific biophysical experiments will have to be designed in the future to tackle this issue.
In this paper, we have also put forward an original curvature-induced process for segregation of inclusions in a biomembrane: at moderate surface tension of biological interest, inclusions of opposite orientations are segregated in distinct clusters because the free energy corresponding to mixed clusters is bigger than that of pure clusters. However, we have also shown that at higher surface tension, the conclusion depends on the interinclusion distance, which merits further investigations. This original curvature-induced demixing process might by of particular interest from a biophysical perspective: when segregating in distinct clusters, protein of opposite orientation will promote buds or invaginations [27] , pointing inwards or outwards, whereas they would not promote any invagination at all if they where mixed in clusters. Another extension of our work might be to consider systems mixing not only opposite orientations, but also inclusions imposing several different curvatures, including a fraction of up-down symmetric ones, and to investigate under which conditions phase-separation still occurs. This would be a more realistic setup for real biomembranes.
Our study of this demixing process has also highlighted the importance of many-body forces for the collective behaviour of the inclusions: as stressed in Appendix B, only considering pairwise additive forces [17, 24] , even though leading to the correct qualitative conclusion, gives significantly smaller clusters than an exact calculation. Furthermore, when considering systems mixing inclusions of opposite orientations, previous calculations, considering only the two-body truncation of the interactions [8] , concluded that no demixing occurs (because the two-body free energy corresponding to mixed clusters was lower than for pure clusters). Here we have shown that the conclusion radically changes when fully taking into account many-body interactions. Thus it seems that the demixing process relies essentially on many-body interactions.
In this work, we used a continuous theory to describe the membrane in which the inclusions are considered as point-like particles, and this led us to free energy expressions that diverge for small inter-inclusion distances when considering the whole N -body interactions. Therefore we had to assume relatively high inter-inclusion distances in the clusters to be able to perform the full N -body calculations. We have checked that most of the conclusions are quite robust and do not depend on the interinclusion distance, by using the three-body truncations of the free energies (which never diverge). In addition, our analytical argument around Equation (14) supports our findings independently of lattice spacings or divergence issues. However, some conclusions (in particular with regard to the demixing process at high surface tension, even though not of biological interest) depend strongly on the inter-inclusion distance. They should therefore be considered more carefully, as they are only supported be three-body calculations and an improved N -body calculation might alter our conclusions. It might also be interesting in the future to check these conclusions using a different approach in which the inclusions are not considered as point-like but as finite-size objects imposing conditions at their boundaries [3, 6, 8] .
Finally, a natural continuation of the present work will be to couple the inclusions to an additional field coding the lipidic concentration in the case of lipidic mixtures [43] , in order to explore how proteins and lipids contribute in concert to the stability of membrane nanodomains having both a specific protein and lipid composition. This work is in progress.
APPENDICES Appendix A: Expansion of entropic Casimir interactions
As far as Casimir interactions F C are concerned, they do not depend on the C k nor on the J k [see Equation (5)] and are thus identical for symmetric, asymmetric and even anisotropic inclusions. The expansion in powers of a/λ reads:
where F C 0 is again a self-energy independent of the distances r ij and
and finally
One can also check here that the vanishing-tension limit again coincides with the results of References [9, 13] . In particular, Casimir interactions are pairwise additive at the leading order a 4 /λ 4 [9] , but not at higher orders. this end, when possible (i.e. when l = 3.5 in order to avoid singularities), we compute the elastic free-energy F el in three cases: exact calculations with the full matrix M , two-body, and three-body truncations. The results are displayed in the figures. They demonstrate that in the regimes of parameters explored in this work, (i) in the homogenous case (Figure 8 ), two-body truncations are manifestly insufficient to fully account for the forces mediated by the membrane, all the more so when σ is low: the interaction is not pairwise additive. In contrast, a three-body truncation is sufficient: it essentially provides the same free energy as the exact calculation and the ensuing values of n * are equal.
(ii) In the mixed case (Figure 9 ), three-body corrections do not improve significantly the two-body approximation; Both are a correct but not excellent approximation of the exact calculation. In any case, we assume that the three-body truncation is also a good approximation at shorter distances l < 3.5.
This analysis stresses that numerical works only relying on pairwise interactions between inclusions [10, 17] are to be considered with care, even though correct at the quantitative level. Similarly, only focussing on two-body forces may lead to the wrong intuition that mixed clus- ters are systematically more stable than homogeneous ones [8] . A minimal requirement is to include three-body forces [24] , but a totally correct approach consists of embracing the whole many-body character of elastic interactions mediated by the membrane, especially in the mixed case. We thus follow this approach when the lattice spacing is l = 3.5. However, because of spurious divergences when inter-particle distances become too short (l < 3.5), it is then useful to switch to the good three-body approximation. Conversely, the observed coincidence of exact calculations and three-body truncations observed at l = 3.5 suggests that no such spurious effects should be induced, for this value of l, by the proximity of a divergence as discussed in Section IV B.
Appendix C: Values of the effective curvatureC in clusters
In Section IV C, we have given the effective curvatures in clusters for different R data sets: for σ = 1, 0.1 and 0.01,C =0.035, 0.052 and 0.057, respectively (in units of a −1 ). The last value seems to be close to converged to the zero-tension limiting value discussed in the main text. In comparison, one can also calculate by a simple geometric argument the curvature C imposed by inclusions separated by a distance l ≥ a, each of which imposes a contact angle γ: C = 2γ/l. For l = 3.5a, we thus get C = 2C/3.5 = 0.114a −1 since C = 0.2a −1 in the studied examples. Thus C = 2C, whereas we expected both values to be equal. This shows that even though identifying aC and the contact angle γ is meaningful as far as long distance behaviors are concerned, as in References [3, 6, 8] , the two definitions do not match (by a factor two) when addressing short distances as in the present dense cluster. This stresses that a point-particle description is not sensu stricto equivalent to a finite-size particle one. In the present case, this amounts to considering particles whose effective contact angle at short distances is twice smaller than aC. This does alter the overall significance of our conclusions.
Appendix D: Absence of demixing in the high tension and large lattice spacing regime
In this Appendix, we compare, in the high-tension regime (σ = 1), the relative stabilities of clusters mixing or not head-to-tail inclusions. We focus on the R and R parameter sets. Figure 10 shows that in this case, the relative stability depends on the lattice spacing l. At l = 2, the behavior is comparable to the moderate-tension one (σ = 0.1) discussed in the main text, whereas at l = 3.5 phaseseparation does not occur because the mixed case is more stable.
We interpret this finding as follows: when inclusions of opposite orientations are close, they impose antagonist conditions to the elastic membrane. Even though flatness at large distances is energetically favorable, it is counterbalanced by this short-range repulsive effect. Increasing the lattice spacing l and increasing the tension σ (that is to say decreasing the repulsion range λ = κ/σ) reduces this short-range repulsion and makes the mixed phase more favorable. This also explains why, in Figure 7 , the mixed phase is less unfavorable when l is larger.
We have also noted that in the mixed case, the large n behavior of F el (n) is linear in n, whereas it is superlinear in the pure case. When observing Figure 7 , it is likely that, at very large n, the mixed phase becomes the more stable again. As discussed in Reference [19] , this would imply that cluster phases are in fact metastable macro-states rather than stable ones. el (n) + F mix (n, x ↑ ) of clusters of size n containing inclusions of opposite orientations, the fractions x ↑ being given in the figure legend. Left: R parameter set (i.e. σ = 1 and l = 3.5), exact calculation; Right: R parameter set (i.e. σ = 1 and l = 2), three-body approximation. Error bars are smaller than symbol size and R = 100 in all cases.
